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Eastern Virginia Medical School Purchases 300 Books From Ad Astra Media’s “Good Night”
Series

300 Books Sold to Eastern Virginia Medical Spanish Program

[Dec. 9, Tampa] 300 of Dr. Intergalactic’s multilingual bedtime stories have been purchased by
Eastern Virginia Medical Schools’ Spanish Medical Program. ‘Good Night’ series is aimed for
children ages 0 - 6 to dream about their future STEM careers. EVMS eagerly capitalizes on Ad Astra
Media’s uniquely entertaining, exciting and educational bilingual book series – for their students. 300
Bilingual Edition “Good Night” bedtime stories sold (English/Spanish).

The series is a culmination of diverse characters highlighting Ad Astra Media's mission to showcase
inclusivity within various STEM roles. 'Good Night' series reminds readers of their bravery,
intelligence, adventurousness and ambition; "We believe in the concept of 'if you can see it, you can
be it', so we want children of all backgrounds to know that anything is possible if they follow their
dreams," Dr. Intergalactic.

EVMS Purchased 300 “Good Night” Series Books Total Spanish and English:
● Good Night Little Doctor, Buenas Noches Pequeño Doctor Bilingual Edition

○ Let your child's dreams give them the courage to heal, protect and make our world a
better place! Will he head into surgery? Cure an illness? Let your little one follow
their dreams of fixing the cuts, mending hearts and healing the world!

● Good Night Little Astronomer y Buenas Noches Pequeña Astrónoma Bilingual Edition
○ Let your child's dreams take them out of this world, dance around the stars, explore

new planets and learn the multiverse! Follow “Good Nights’ Chinese Astronomer as
she discovers new planets, visits the Northern Lights, and learns about Einstein.

○ Illustrations inspired by Arecibo Observatory.
● Good Night Little Astronaut, Buenas Noches Pequeña Astronauta Bilingual Edition

○ Let your child's dreams travel to another planet, sail the stars and explore the great
adventures of our Galaxy! Will she land on the moon? Fly past mars?

Eastern Virginia Medical School ranks as one of the most diverse medical schools, best medical
schools in primary care and notably ranks for most graduates practicing in medically underserved
areas. EVMS and Ad Astra Media share core values of renewing faith and uplifting minority
communities; “We value creating and fostering a diverse and cohesive faculty, professional staff and
student body as the surest way to achieve our mission,” EVMS.

The Medical Spanish Program is a service learning initiative giving future doctors the skills needed
to overcome challenges language barriers can present when communicating with a patient. The
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program is a service learning initiative to address the needs of the growing latino community and
entirely oriented to Spanish-speaking patients “[Spanish Medical is] a special program… I’ve never
seen anything like it,” Alexandra Leader M.D., M.P.H., Director of Global Health, EVMS.

Ad Astra Media’s “STEAM to Media'' content revolutionizes the future through the minds of children,
therefore, gracing adults with the ability to shape the present. ‘Good Night’ Series by Ad Astra Media
aids EVMS Spanish Medical program in eliminating barriers and allowing students and physicians to
meet current economic needs.

About Ad Astra Media LLC:
Ad Astra Media seeks to renew faith in facts and reason and uplift underserved and minority
communities by providing them with scientific role models in science, technology, engineering, art
and math (STEAM) to which they can aspire.

Ad Astra Media is composed of individuals with experience at all levels of media (T.V. and
commercial) production and extends into both traditional television (Spanish and English networks)
and into leading streaming services and film studios.

About Eastern Virginia Medical School Spanish Medical:
Eastern Virginia Medical School is an academic health center dedicated to achieving excellence in
medical and health professions education, research and patient care. With a gift from the Batten
Educational Achievement Fund of the Hampton Roads Community Foundation, EVMS established
the Spanish Bilingual Clinician Certificate & Longitudinal Service Learning Program, incorporating
curriculum recognized by the National Institutes of Health. Aims to increase the number of
Spanish-speaking physicians in Hampton Roads.
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